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Code No: 114CZ                                       Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

II B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
KINEMATICS OF MACHINERY-[ME,MSNT,MECT,MIM] 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The spur gears are used to connect shafts , which are        [          ]              
           A ) parallel to each other  B) perpendicular to each other       C) Intersecting     D) None   
 
2. Which of the displacement diagram should be chosen for better dynamic performance of  

cam – follower mechanism                                [          ] 
A ) simple harmonic motion  B) parabolic   C ) cycloidal       D) straight line  

 
3. In case of cam, the maximum pressure angle is kept as __degree      [          ]               

A )15                     B) 20   C) 30   D) 45   
   

4. A gear with 100 teeth is fixed and another gear having 25 teeth , revolves around it, the centre 
lines of both gears being joined by an arm, how many revolutions will revolves around it, the centre lines of 
both gears being joined by an arm , how many revolutions will be made by gear of 25 teeth for one 
revolution of arm                  [          ]    
A )   4             B) 5              C)   6          D) 2 
 

5. In radial cam   ,    the follower moves                                               [          ]               
A ) In any direction           B)   In a direction parallel to cam axis               
C)  In a direction perpendicular to cam axis            D) Along the cam axis             
                              

6. The product of diametral and circular pitch of a gear is equal to       [          ]               
A )   1        B)  π         C)   1/  π               D)  2 π 
 

7. The train value of a gear train is                            [          ]               
A ) Equal to the speed ratio         B) Half of the speed ratio                  
C) Rreciprocal of the speed ratio           D)  Double the speed ratio        
           

8. The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as measured on the pitch circle is called                  
A ) Pitch circle diameter        B)    Module     C)   Pitch profile                    D) Back lash     [  ] 

   
9. In a clock mechanism , the gear train used to connect minutes hand to hours hand is _______        [ ]              

A ) Spur gear            B) Helical gear   C) Reverted gear        D) None    
 

10. Stroke of the follower is equal to  _______                                          [ ] 
  A ) Half of the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position            

B)  Equal to  the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position             
C)  Half of the dia metral pitch    
D)  Half of the diameter of the prime circle.    
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. The helix angle for double helical gears may be up to _____ degree 
 
12. Cam and follower is an example of _________ pair 
 
13. The size of cam depends on ______________ size   
 
14. ______________ gears are used for great speed reduction purposes.  
 
15. The module is reciprocal of   ___________________   
 
16.  The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as  
              measured on the pitch circle is called  ___________________   
    
17. The gear which converts rotary motion into linear motion is _____  
           _______________ 
 
18. The period during which follower remains stationary during some  
            finite rotation of the cam is  __________  
 
19. The  body is in simple harmonic motion, at its  mean position   the   
           velocity is _______ 
 
20.  _____________  is provided to the cam follower mechanism to    
            minimize the side thrust.    
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II B.Tech. II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
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Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A gear with 100 teeth is fixed and another gear having 25 teeth , revolves around it, the centre 

lines of both gears being joined by an arm, how many revolutions will revolves around it, the centre lines of 
both gears being joined by an arm , how many revolutions will be made by gear of 25 teeth for one 
revolution of arm                  [          ]    
A )   4             B) 5              C)   6          D) 2 
 

2. In radial cam   ,    the follower moves                                               [          ]               
A ) In any direction           B)   In a direction parallel to cam axis               
C)  In a direction perpendicular to cam axis            D) Along the cam axis             
                              

3. The product of diametral and circular pitch of a gear is equal to       [          ]               
A )   1        B)  π         C)   1/  π               D)  2 π 
 

4. The train value of a gear train is                            [          ]               
A ) Equal to the speed ratio         B) Half of the speed ratio                  
C) Rreciprocal of the speed ratio           D)  Double the speed ratio        
           

5 The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as measured on the pitch circle is called                  
A ) Pitch circle diameter        B)    Module     C)   Pitch profile                    D) Back lash     [  ] 

   
6. In a clock mechanism , the gear train used to connect minutes hand to hours hand is _______        [ ]              

A ) Spur gear            B) Helical gear   C) Reverted gear        D) None    
 

7. Stroke of the follower is equal to  _______                                          [ ] 
  A ) Half of the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position            

B)  Equal to  the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position             
C)  Half of the dia metral pitch    
D)  Half of the diameter of the prime circle.    
 

8. The spur gears are used to connect shafts , which are        [          ]              
           A ) parallel to each other  B) perpendicular to each other       C) Intersecting     D) None   
 
9. Which of the displacement diagram should be chosen for better dynamic performance of  

cam – follower mechanism                                [          ] 
A ) simple harmonic motion  B) parabolic   C ) cycloidal       D) straight line  

 
10. In case of cam, the maximum pressure angle is kept as __degree      [          ]               

A )15                     B) 20   C) 30   D) 45   
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. ______________ gears are used for great speed reduction purposes.  
 
12. The module is reciprocal of   ___________________   
 
13.  The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as  
              measured on the pitch circle is called  ___________________   
    
14. The gear which converts rotary motion into linear motion is _____  
           _______________ 
 
15. The period during which follower remains stationary during some  
            finite rotation of the cam is  __________  
 
16. The  body is in simple harmonic motion, at its  mean position   the   
           velocity is _______ 
 
17.  _____________  is provided to the cam follower mechanism to    
            minimize the side thrust.    
 
18. The helix angle for double helical gears may be up to _____ degree 
 
19. Cam and follower is an example of _________ pair 
 
20. The size of cam depends on ______________ size   
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The product of diametral and circular pitch of a gear is equal to       [          ]              

A )   1        B)  π         C)   1/  π               D)  2 π 
 

2. The train value of a gear train is                            [          ]               
A ) Equal to the speed ratio         B) Half of the speed ratio                  
C) Rreciprocal of the speed ratio           D)  Double the speed ratio        
           

3. The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as measured on the pitch circle is called                  
A ) Pitch circle diameter        B)    Module     C)   Pitch profile                    D) Back lash     [  ] 

   
4. In a clock mechanism , the gear train used to connect minutes hand to hours hand is _______        [ ]              

A ) Spur gear            B) Helical gear   C) Reverted gear        D) None    
 

5. Stroke of the follower is equal to  _______                                          [ ] 
  A ) Half of the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position            

B)  Equal to  the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position             
C)  Half of the dia metral pitch    
D)  Half of the diameter of the prime circle.    
 

6. The spur gears are used to connect shafts , which are        [          ]              
           A ) parallel to each other  B) perpendicular to each other       C) Intersecting     D) None   
 
7. Which of the displacement diagram should be chosen for better dynamic performance of  

cam – follower mechanism                                [          ] 
A ) simple harmonic motion  B) parabolic   C ) cycloidal       D) straight line  

 
8. In case of cam, the maximum pressure angle is kept as __degree      [          ]               

A )15                     B) 20   C) 30   D) 45   
   

9. A gear with 100 teeth is fixed and another gear having 25 teeth , revolves around it, the centre 
lines of both gears being joined by an arm, how many revolutions will revolves around it, the centre lines of 
both gears being joined by an arm , how many revolutions will be made by gear of 25 teeth for one 
revolution of arm                  [          ]    
A )   4             B) 5              C)   6          D) 2 
 

10. In radial cam   ,    the follower moves                                               [          ]               
A ) In any direction           B)   In a direction parallel to cam axis               
C)  In a direction perpendicular to cam axis            D) Along the cam axis             
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as  
              measured on the pitch circle is called  ___________________   
    
12. The gear which converts rotary motion into linear motion is _____  
           _______________ 
 
13. The period during which follower remains stationary during some  
            finite rotation of the cam is  __________  
 
14. The  body is in simple harmonic motion, at its  mean position   the   
           velocity is _______ 
 
15.  _____________  is provided to the cam follower mechanism to    
            minimize the side thrust.    
 
16. The helix angle for double helical gears may be up to _____ degree 
 
17. Cam and follower is an example of _________ pair 
 
18. The size of cam depends on ______________ size   
 
19. ______________ gears are used for great speed reduction purposes.  
 
20. The module is reciprocal of   ___________________   
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as measured on the pitch circle is called                  

A ) Pitch circle diameter        B)    Module     C)   Pitch profile                    D) Back lash     [  ] 
   
2. In a clock mechanism , the gear train used to connect minutes hand to hours hand is _______        [ ]              

A ) Spur gear            B) Helical gear   C) Reverted gear        D) None    
 

3. Stroke of the follower is equal to  _______                                          [ ] 
  A ) Half of the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position            

B)  Equal to  the maximum travel of the follower from the lowest position to top most position             
C)  Half of the dia metral pitch    
D)  Half of the diameter of the prime circle.    
 

4. The spur gears are used to connect shafts , which are        [          ]              
           A ) parallel to each other  B) perpendicular to each other       C) Intersecting     D) None   
 
5. Which of the displacement diagram should be chosen for better dynamic performance of  

cam – follower mechanism                                [          ] 
A ) simple harmonic motion  B) parabolic   C ) cycloidal       D) straight line  

 
6. In case of cam, the maximum pressure angle is kept as __degree      [          ]               

A )15                     B) 20   C) 30   D) 45   
   

7. A gear with 100 teeth is fixed and another gear having 25 teeth , revolves around it, the centre 
lines of both gears being joined by an arm, how many revolutions will revolves around it, the centre lines of 
both gears being joined by an arm , how many revolutions will be made by gear of 25 teeth for one 
revolution of arm                  [          ]    
A )   4             B) 5              C)   6          D) 2 
 

8. In radial cam   ,    the follower moves                                               [          ]               
A ) In any direction           B)   In a direction parallel to cam axis               
C)  In a direction perpendicular to cam axis            D) Along the cam axis             
                              

9. The product of diametral and circular pitch of a gear is equal to       [          ]               
A )   1        B)  π         C)   1/  π               D)  2 π 
 

10. The train value of a gear train is                            [          ]               
A ) Equal to the speed ratio         B) Half of the speed ratio                  
C) Rreciprocal of the speed ratio           D)  Double the speed ratio        
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II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. The period during which follower remains stationary during some  
            finite rotation of the cam is  __________  
 
12. The  body is in simple harmonic motion, at its  mean position   the   
           velocity is _______ 
 
13.  _____________  is provided to the cam follower mechanism to    
            minimize the side thrust.    
 
14. The helix angle for double helical gears may be up to _____ degree 
 
15. Cam and follower is an example of _________ pair 
 
16. The size of cam depends on ______________ size   
 
17. ______________ gears are used for great speed reduction purposes.  
 
18. The module is reciprocal of   ___________________   
 
19.  The difference between the tooth space and tooth thickness as  
              measured on the pitch circle is called  ___________________   
    
20. The gear which converts rotary motion into linear motion is _____  
           _______________ 
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